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If G ~s a &screte group, the homology H.(G) of G is defined to be the integral homology of 
a K(G, 1), or BG In earher work we showed how to calculate the homology groups of groups 
of onen*,atmn preserving, plecewlse hnear (pl-) homeomorphlsms of the hne ~, whose breakpmnts 
(pt, mts of dlscontmmty ofthe derivative) are Isolated Here, we extend the calculation to groups 
of pl-homeomorphlsms with more comphcated sets of breakpoints 
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Introduction 
Namely,  tf S___~ let I (S )={seS .  3e  such that Vs '~S-s , ] s - s ' t>e},  and let 
L~(S) = L (S )  = S -  l (S )  be the (first) derived set o f  S. ~ set is discrete if  L(S)  is 
empty. Let L~(S) = L" -~(L(S) )  be the nth derived set o f  S. Let K n be the group of  
compact ly  supported homeomorph lsms g :~-> R, such that there extsts some S c_ R, 
with L~(S) = O, such that for each component  I o f  R -S  there exist bl ~ ~, at ~ ~÷ 
so that g(x)= a~x + bt, x ~ I The fol lowing fol lows immediately from Corol lary 1.6 
and [3] 
0.I. Example.  (a) [3,4]  H~(K~)=H~(D.BF  I) where BF ~ is weakly (homotopy)  
equivalent to B~ + * B~ ÷. 
(b) Ha( K 2) = H~(f2BF2) where BF 2 is weakly eq~; ~alent to (BY 1 ~ BF ~ ) v SBF  ~ v 
S2( B~ ÷ x B~+). 
(c) For n~>2, H,(K"+~)  = H . (~BF  n+~) where BF ~'- is weakly equivalent o 
(BF"  * BF" )v  SBF"v(SBF  ~-I * BF" - I )v  2S2BF ~-l 
Here, f2 and  S are loops and  suspens ion,  R ~ is the discrete group o f  positive 
reals, * and  v are join and wedge, and 2X  means  X v X. The signif icance of  the 
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BF"  is discussed more fully lo Sectmn 1 A "smaller" and perhaps more interesting 
example is Example 1 9 
0.2. Corollary. H<K"=O,~<n 
In [8], Mather proved the acyclioty of the group G of compactly supported 
homeomorphl~ms of the line The crucial construction is as follows. Given g~ G 
with support in some interval /, there exists O(g)~ (3, wlth support in an infinite 
union of disjoint intervals I u I~ w l_~,J • , such that 4~(g)b ~ g, g'(g)b, is conjugate 
to g Further, if ~o(g) =g-~tp(g) ,  then ~ and ~b are conjugate in G so that g=-0 in 
H~G The construction fails for the groups K ~ above, because the h must have a 
limit point in order that d,(g) be compactly supported. Thus w/(g)~ K "+~, and the 
following consequence of Corollary 1 6 is now reasonable 
0.3. Corollary. K ~ --> K "~ reduces the zero map on homology, n >! 1 
In [1] (see also [7, 14]) it is shown how to enlarge a group K to a group inK, so 
that the inclusion of K into mK is zero on homology For certain groups K of 
homeomorphisms of the hne, we do this geometrically, by adding singularities, to 
obtain a sequence of groups of homeomorph~sms K c K1~ K2c  . .  • so that Kno  
K "+~ is zero in homology Further (Corollary 1.7'~ H×K"= 0, ~ < n Indeed, there 
is a recurslon formula, as in Example 0.1(c), for the homology groups of the K ~ 
As in [3, 4] our method is to deal with pseudogroups on R, and their classifying 
spaces BF Thus, the groups for which our theorems apply are groups of homeo- 
morph~sms of the line, and groups of compactly supported homeomorphlsms of the 
line, associated to "sufficlently nonanalytic" (Assumptions 1.1) pseudogroups 
1. Construction and results 
Let F be a pseudogroup of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the real 
line ~ That is [5], F is a collection of homeomorph~sms between open subsets of 
the real line, which is closed under restriction to open sets, reverse, and, where 
possible, composition. Associated to F is the group Ht of orientation preserving 
elements of F whose domain and range are the whole real line, and its subgroup 
K~ of compactly supported homeomorphlsms in F. There is a classifying space 
functor I '~  BF whose utdity, for the present work, ~s that if F is suffioently 
nonanalytic ("germ-connected to the identity". Definition 1 10, see [9, 11, 4]) there 
are maps BKt  ~ 12BF, BHt ~ BF  inducing isomorphism in homoiogy. So we wdt 
"'add singularities" to pseudogroups. 
1.1. Assumptions on F.  From now on we will assume that there is a point B ~ ~ so 
that the orbit F(B)  of B under F is dense, and we will assume chosen such a 
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basepoint B when F is given. The homotopy type of  our constructions will only 
depend on the orbit chosen, not on the point B. We further assume that, gwen 
a < b, c < d in F (B) ,  there exist x, ~ F (B) ,  a = xo< x~ < 
F,O~l<~n so that (see Fig. 1) 
• <x, ,<x.  ,~ =b and g,~ 
a x 1 ¢n, , b 
i l 
c d 
F~g 1 
(i) [x,,x,+,] is in the domain of  g, and g,(x,. ,)=g,+,(x+~), 
(il) go(a)=c ,g , (b )=d.  
(See [4] ) 
We now define, beginnmg with F = F", a sequence of  pseudogroups F°c  F ~ c . 
1.2. Definition. Let S c E. Then 
l (S )  = {s ~ S: there exists e > 0, (s -e ,  s + e) c~ S = s} 
is the set of  zsolated points of  S. Let 
L~(S)=S- I (S ) .  L ' (S )=L~(L ' -~S) ,  n~2.  
1.3. Defieition. Let F be a pseudogroup of  orientation preserving homeomorphlsms 
between open subsets o f  the real hne with basepoint B Then F"  is the pseudogroup 
of  homeomorphisms g:  U~ V between open subsets o f  E, such that there exists 
So_ F (B)n  U such that L~(S)=0,  and such that for each component  I o f  U-S ,  
there exists g /~ F with g]l---gl- 
It is straightforward that the F n are pseudogroups, and that F"~ F "*~ for all 
n >10 Let G be the group of  F-germs at B, ano let G ~ be the group of  FLgerms at B 
1.4. Theorem. (i) BF" ~ BF "~ ts nullhomotopw, n >~ 1 
(ii) I f  n/>2, BF "+~ is weakl) (homotopy) equwalem to (BF ~ x BF") v SBF ~ v 
(SBF "-I ~ BF "-I) v 2S2BF "-i 
(lii) BF 2 Is weakl~ equivalent o (BF ~ ~ BF 1 ) v SBF ~ v S2(BGt). 
Here, = is the join, v is the wedge, and S is suspenslon If X is a space, 2X means 
XvX 
By [4, 1.12], if F satisfies Assumptions 1 I then F ~, and hence all the F", n ~> 1, 
are germ-connected to the identity [4, 1.4] v, hich implies the following [4, 1.5] but 
essentially due to Segal [11] and Mather [9]: 
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1.5. Fact. Let K"  ~- Ii ", h " O, be the groups o/compactly supported homeomorphtsms 
aim gh~bal homeomorptnsm~ assouated to the 1"" Tben jor  n ~ 1 we have that BF" 
~ sm~ply connected, and the n:aps BH" - ,  BI'", BK"--> OBF"  t~duce tsomorphtsms m 
homology 
1.6. Corollary. (I) For n >~ 1 the inclusions BH"  ~ bf f  "÷', BK"  ~ BK  "+~ are null m 
homology 
(n) For n ~'2, BH" '~ has the homology o f  (BH"  * BH")v  SBH "v  
(SBH"  ~ ~ BH"  t)v 2SBH"  t, and BH~" hasthehamologyt , f  (BHt  * BH ' )v  SBH~ v 
S:( BG I ) 
(m) k~r n ~-" 1, BK"  has the homolngy l topj  algebra o] £1B1 " 
1.7. Coro'!".rv. BI"  t~ n-¢onneeted, H~(H")  = O, 1 <~ k <~ n, and H~(; (" )  =0, i <~ k 
n - i Furthermore, let 1" = U F", H = H~ = U H" and K = K~ = U K ". Then BF ~ 
~,mtra~t,~le, and H and K are acychc 
Proof. The first part follows because suspension and join rinse connectlwty Note 
that the acychclty of K is essentmlly pro~ed m [8] [] 
!.8. Remark. By Lemma 1 '4,  join distributes over the wedge Thus, for spaces 
~,onstructed from wedges and joins, the usual rules for oolynommls apply The 
suspension S acts like a tree variable, because suspensmn is the same as join w~th 
aq S '  As a ~onsequence, we can derive formulas for the BF" m terms of  BF'  and 
BG ~ Wrmng, for a space X, X"  = X ~ - ~ X (n times) and nX = X v v X (n 
times), we have, for example, that BI "~ ts weakly equwalent to (BF')4 v S2(BUt)2v 
S~(BG~) 2 v 2S(BFJ )  ~ v 2S~-(B1")2 ~ BG I v 2S~BI't  * BG'  v 2S(BF I )  2 v 3S2BF'  v 
S~BG ~ I have not found a clo~ed lorm for BF", not even for the following example 
1.9. Basic example. Let A be the group of  orientation preserving affine transforma- 
uons of the ring Z[~] As a group acting on the real hne, A consists oftransformat lons 
~: ~ 2"x + a /2" ,  n, m, a ~ 2Z Let F be the pseudogroup of  restrictions o f  elements of  
A to open 3a~sets of the real hne, and set the basepoint B s0  Ther, I ' (B I  =2~[~] 
is dense m • It turns out (see [4]) that I satisfies Assumptions 1 1 ?:urther, BI" *s 
a K ( 4, 1 ) By the definition, I '* is the pseudog, oup of Decewlse hnear hom~,omorph- 
Nn~ betwe,'n open ~ubset~ of the line, preserving orle,ltatlon, with derivative an 
intcglal power of 2 cohere defined, and with points of discontinuity of  the derivative 
I~olated points in 2~[~] In [3] It ts shown that BI "~ ts weakly eqmvalent to S ~ Note 
that G* is I~omorphlc to 'Z 2 
Now using Theorem 14, we find that B!  e Is weakly equwalent to ST vS~v 
S ~( S t x ,~ I ), OI, ~lnce ~,ust)el~sloll splits the torus, 5 P v 2S ~ v 2S ~ Therealter, the BI  .... t 
ate wcdge~ of spheie~ 2S" ' ' v vB(k ,n )Skv  vS""~,w l tha(n)=2"~2-1  The 
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coefficients of the intermediate spheres follow the formula 
/ , -2  
B(k ,n )=B(k - l ,n -1 )+ ~, B ( j ,n -2 )B(k -2 - j ,n -2 )  
j=O 
k-2  
+ ~. B( j ,n - l )B (k - l - j ,n - l )  
and the Po~trjagm rings H~(K" ~') are polynomml algebras with B(k,  n) generators 
in dimension L - I. 
The umversal F-structute on S ~ may be taken to be the Reeb fohatlon (see [3]). 
Are there nonsingular generalizations on the S'""'~ 
If we begin with a flabbier pseudogroup than the !' above, we get a slightly 
stronger version ol Theorem I 4 Here flabby means 
1.10. Definition. A pseudogroup I" of orientation preserving homeomorphlsms 
between open subsets of the real hne Is germ-connected to the identity if, given 
g c 1. x~ domain(g), and e > 0, then if g~x)~ x (respccW, ely ~<x) there exists an 
s ~_ 1. whose domain is connected and contains (-oe, x] (respectively Ix, 00)) such 
that s-=g near x, and such that for all v<x-e  (respectwely y>x+e)s (v )=y 
It Is due essentially to Mather [9] and Seg.~'[l 1] that for pseudogroups F which 
are germ-connected to the identity, the maps BH~ ~ BF and BK~ ~OBF are 
homology equivalences Further, we have a corollary from Section 3 of this paper 
I . I i .  Corollary. 1/ 1" It germ tonnected to the identttt,, and tl BG~ B I ts  nnll- 
homotoplc, then BI "l t.~ weaMv equwalent to BI" ~ BI" v SBI" v S2 BG o,~d BI "2 is weakly 
equwalent o BI "~ ~ BI "~ v SB!  "~ v SBI" ~ BI" v 2S2BF 
1.12. Example. Let !" be the pseudogroup of orientation preserving C" dlffeomorph- 
isms between open subsr ts of the reals, 1 <~ r ~< c~ Then F is germ-connected to the 
identity, and Tsubol [ 1 ~,] ha,, shown that the maps BG--, BI" are nullhomotople, so 
the corollary applies 
1.13. "fools and notation. We work with the homotopy direct hmlt (hocohm) of 
diagrams of topological spaces The underly,ng raphs ofoor  diagrams have a finite 
number of vertlee~ and no cy61e~ The hocohm is constructed as follows, m stages 
The 0th stage i~ tl~e disjoint umon of the spaces m the dmgr,.m. The 1st stage b 
constructed by gluing in the mapping cylinders of all of the maps m the diagram, 
the ~econd stage glues In mapping triangles, that is, copies of ,A'~×A fol each 
sequence of maps A ~ B -, (" in the diagram, and so on If D is a dlaglam its hocohm 
is denoted IDt 
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A map between dmgrams wdl be always between dmgrams whose underlying 
g~ apl,~ ,tie xdentical, and i~ a collection of maps between the corresponding spaces 
m the respec.twe diagrams, so that all approprmte diagrams commute. In this way 
there are dmgrams of dmgrams, and at, important tool is the Fubmz theorem, stating 
that one can take the hocohms m e~ther order. See [12, 2] for sohd exposltlon 
If a map between dmgrams s composed of homotopy eqmvalences, the hocohms 
are homotopy equivalent If the map between dmgrams is an Isomorphism m 
homology for each space m the diagrams, the map between the hocohms ,s an 
~somorpht,,m  homology, because there ~s a "Mayel-VJetons'" spectral sequence 
for cak.ulatmg the homology of a hocohm. A van Kampen theorem holds for 
hoc.ohms, so that one can sometlme~ prove, usmg the Whitehead theorem, that a 
map between dlagralns which 1.~ an momorphlsm homology for each space in the 
dt.~grams reduces a ho~otopy eqmva!ence between the hocohms 
It ~s harder to prove that a map between dmgrams reduces a nullhomotop~c map 
between the hocohms Of course, ~t does not suffice that each map revolved ~s 
m'qhomotop~c We restr,ct h~s d~fficutty to Proposition 36 
To dlustrate the use of the Fubtm theorem, we prove the following well-known fact 
1.14. Lemma. Let A, 13, C be pointed spaces. Then A * ( B v C) ts homotopy equwalent 
IoA~BvA~C 
Proof. If X and Y are pointed spaces, X*  Y is the pushout of the dmgram 
X ,- X x Y ~ Y Now consider the dmgram 
A~- 'A×B' -~ 'B  
A~- -Ax~ , 
A~-A×C' - .C  
Realizing the columns first, we get the pushout A ,- A x ( B v C) -~ B v C, and reahzmg 
the rows first, we obtain the pushout A ~ B,,--* ~ A ~ C [] 
L]5. OrganiTation. In Section 2, we arrange some results from [3] m a useful form 
Se~.~ton 3 construct,~ a certa,n cofibratmn and pu',hout, dnd Section 4 contains the 
pro~f ot I heoEcm 1 4 and Corollary I 11 
2. Extensions with isolated singularities 
Wc re~a]l a dchmtlon and result Irom [~] 
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2.1. Delinition. Let l 'c_ l  "p be pscudegreups of orientation preserving homeo- 
morplusms between open subsets of ~, so that there ts some B c ~ such that 
(t) I'(B)=F"(B), 
(il) ff g.  U~ V Is m F ~, there exists S~ UnF(B)  w~th L ' (~)=0 so that for 
each component I of U-S  there exmts gt eF  w~th glt =-gt- 
Then F v is an extenston of F wtth t~olated smgulanttes m the orbtt of B. 
2.2. Remark. The mclusmns F" ~_ l '" ~, n ~> 0, are evidently extensmns with isolated 
singularities m the orbit of the basepomt B
I.et I'q: 1 "1' be an exten,,ion wtth isolated s,ngularltie,, in the orbit of B, and let 
Gc  G v be the groups ol germs ~f the pseudogroups at the point B. 
2.3. Theorem [3, ! 4]. There ts a weak eqmvaknce lrom the hocohm o] the diagram 
(1) IGP\~,t ,- ',GNa,I ~ IC,\~I '--IG\~,I--, 16"\Rrl 
BI" 
to BI "e 
The spaces and maps in (1) requwe explanation. Although G and G ~' are JUSt 
groups of germs, TsuboJ [ 13] constructs a fohated ~-bundle I G"\I~I over BG p which 
has 13G I' × B as a leaf, whose holonomy is exactly that speofied by G p Restricting 
to G,B~,={~cff~ t>B}, a~ad [2j={,tcff~ x<B} we obtain the other un,dent,fied 
spaces m (1) The map p classifies the lohated bundle, and Ii and l, exist because 
the "singularity'" extsts only at B See [3] for detads 
We wdl work wtth a shght modlficat,on of (1) Namely, there exists a closed (not 
saturated) neighborhood ol BGPx t3 m IG"\~I  which can be ident;fied with BG p x 
1, I =[ -1 ,  !], where BG~'x B is idenufied with BG ~ xO m BG~x 1. We call this 
neighborhood IGI'\l l (abu,,mg notation) and tts restnctmn over BG ,~ IG\i[ Then 
we wtll write points ~_~ iGI'\ l l  as (v , t ) ,xcBG~' , tc t  and we set IGP\Ii -: 
{(x, 1) x~_/3G~), and slmdarly define IGV\- I I ,  IG\I I ,  IG \ - I I  Inclusions give a 
dmgram ~Y 
(~) I~ I ' \ -11 , -  I c \ -11~ Ic~\~l - -  !~\ l i  ~ IG"\ll 
/ 
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wluch maps by incluslon on each factor to the dmgram (I) On each space m @, 
the mcluslon to (1) ~s a homotopy equivalence; hence [@l is weakly homotopy 
eqmvalent to BF" We wdl use @ 
3. Coflbration and pushout 
In tlus section, l ' c  F I' ~s an extension w~th ~solated singularities m the orbit of 
B (see l)elimtlon 2,1) 
(onslder the dmgram gl' 
(y') IG~\ - l i  - -  - l  - - ,  t , - -  ! - - ,  IG" \ l l  
where I is the fiber over the basepomt of BG and BG p, and 1, -1 pertain to this 
fiber Thus, the maps m ~ are restrictions of maps m @, so we have a map of 
diagrams ,T--, ~ Also, ~ maps to the dmgram ~* 
t , )  
m the only possible way, and we calculate the homotopy cofiber of I~t--, I~1 as the 
diagram of pushouts 
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Now, consider the dmgram 
(~)  
and note that we have a map of diagrams cC'~°A; to define the map 1..,--I~ 
IG\II I--'IG\ il, send the mapping cylinder of * .-- I to a contraction of ! to 0. Further, 
it is easy to check that Ibr each space m the dmgram ~C, the map Js a homotopy 
eqmvalence. We have 
3.1. Proposition. Up to weak homoiopy, there is a cotlbrat:on I~l ~ BFV-~ S2BG 
Proof. it sut~ces to observe that 1991 ,s homotopy equivalent to S~'BG, the hocohm 
of the middle row of ~ is homotopy equivalent to SBG, and therefore I.~1 is 
homotopy equivalent to [~ ~- SBG ~ *[, that is to S2BG 
Before proceeding, let us briefly discuss the geometry of the map BI "1'-, S2BG 
gwen m Proposition 3 1 (see [3, Section 4]) If M ms a compact n-mamfold with a 
codlmenslon-1 Fe-fohatlon, then one can dtscard a finite number of compact leaves 
K,, and a timte number of compact (n -  l)-submamfolds N, with boundar) IV, of 
noncompact leaves L,, to obtain an open mamfold wRh a F-fohatlon (see Fig 2) 
On L , -  N, the holonomy is nonsmgular, In pamcular, ~'t W,-~ G I' tactors through 
G Thus, a small neighborhood U, ~ W, × D" of IV, maps to BG × D 2. Letting 
W j  
,/,,~ ui 
/ 
~--- L f 
Fig 2 
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I/ [ J  U,, we have a composi t ion M -~ M/M - U ~ S2BG, where M/M - U means 
that M-  U )s col lapsed to a point We see that the map BI 'v - )S~'BG is a sort of  
Thorn map 
We now find a condit ion under  which the cofibratton o f  Proposit ion 3.1 splits 
Note that it does not spht  for the pair F c F ~ o f  Basic example  1.9, where it takes 
the form S 3 v $2~ S3~ S 3 
Let ~ be the d iagram 
(-Y) 
)~ la \ / l " , , .  
\-I - i~ / , -~ IG\11  
/ 
where, as before, 1 is the fiber over the basepomt of  BG and 1, -1  are the endpomts  
o t t  Let 't be the diagram 
( t )  
who~e maps  ,Ire the identRy or the obvious Inclusions W~th Inclusions, there IS a 
map ol d iagrams "q-~ 1' Also, 'Jq mdp~ to ,'~, using inclusions for every space in 0y 
except for the bottom IG\ I [ ,  which maps  to the BF in ~' us ing the map p from the 
diagram ~. Again, we use the Fubml theorem to calculate the pushout  o f  17/I "- I°~1 -~ 
[ :~ I as the hocohm of  the fol lowing d iagram of  pushouts  ~/t" 
i l  -~  I~, '  , i J  
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Now, 'll r maps to ~ m the (more or less) obvious way, and the map is a homotopy 
eqmvalenee for each pushout m 7f', so that I'1¢/] -, 1@1 is a weak homotopy equivalence 
3.2. Proposition. BI p ts weakly homotopy equivalent to the pushout D'-× BG~ 
(S'  x BG)  Us, (D2)-->I~I 
Proof. Certainly I~//I is homotopy equwalent to D2× BG, we need to check lhat I'¢t/I 
is homotopy equ,valent to (S~× BG) us ,  (D2), and that I~,,Jl~l 7/I corresponds to 
( S t × BG) us ,  (D ' ) - ,  BG × D 2. But considering that the perimeter of q/ 
Io\- I I  lanai 
is homotopy equivalent to S ~ × BG, this is evident [] 
3.3. Lemma. I f  A~ B zs nullhomotoptc, then the pusho,a C ~ A~ B :s wea£1y 
eqmvalent to C /A  v B, where C /A  I~ the homotopy co[iber o f  A~ C 
The proof is left to the reader 
3.4. Corollary. I f  I~[ ~ ].9S I Is nullhomotopw, BF p Is weakly equ:valent to S2 BG v 12'1 
In Basic example ! 9, the pushout of Proposition 3 2 takes the form $2~ 
(S I x S~-)/S ~ --, S ~ v S ~" The map (S l x St ) /S  I -, S ~ v S'- reduces an Isomorptusm m 
H2, and Lemma 3 3 cannot be apphed 
We will now introduce an auxnhary diagram and maps, which wmll provide us 
with a condition under which I~l--> I~1 is nullhomotopnc Let Z be the diagram 
(,~) 
/~  Br × er, . . . . .  
where the 7r~ and ~r, are projections to the lelt and right factor, respectively, id is 
the ,dentlty, and the map I~B I "  is the composmon I - , IG \ I I -~B I "  The map 
1--, B l ' x  BI" send, t to (p, q) for all t, where p (respectively q) ts the image of -1 
(respectively 1) lr the map 1-+ BI" 
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We now construct a map of diagrams ,T - ,~  For the -1,  I , / ,  and BF of ~, the 
map is the JdenUty For the IGP\ i l ,  IGP \ - i [ ,  and IG~\II we use the following map 
F IGe \ l l  ~ BFx  BI ,  gwen by F(x, t)=(f_ j(x,  - l ) , J , (x ,  1)) It Is straightforward 
to check that all dmgrams commute, so that the map ~ ~ is well defined 
3.5. Proposition. 1~1 is homotopy equwalent o BF  * BF  v SBF  
Proof. The m~ddle row of ~ has hocohm 2(BF× BF).  So it suffices to show that 
for any space X, the pushout (hocohm of the diagram) X ~ X x X v X x X ~ X x X, 
where the lett map is 7r~ v 7r~, the wedge of the two projectmns, and the right map 
~s the Iold, is homotopy equivalent to SX v X x X. 
Consider the dmgram 
T l l 
XJLX  ( .3.~ ~- * 
l l 1 
~'12~ F r Id  .LL Id  
X~_X~- - - -X×X.U_X×X ~X×X 
Evaluating first the pushouts of the columns, we obtain IX ~-X x X 11. X x X--> 
X × X I Evaluating the pushouts of the rows, we get IX ~ X v X ~ X ,, X I Since 
X v X -, X ~ X is nulthomotoplc, the latter is homotopy equivalent, by Lemma 3 3, 
to SX v X , X [] 
3.6. Proposition. O BG ~ BI" ts nullhomotopl~, and [g~] ~ [ZJ ~ a weak equwalence, 
then BI ~' t~ weaklr equwalent o BI" ~ BI" v SBF  v SZBG 
Proof. By Corollary 3 4 and Proposttton 3 5, It suffices to prove that ff BG ~ BF is 
nullhomotoplc, then I~1, lYl ~s nullhomotopic. We will construct a nullhomotopy 
Because 1 is a detbrmatlon retract of a neighborhood m IG\ I I  (see the construction 
In [13] or [3]), and since p [G\I[--, BF  is nullhomotopic, there exists a map 
H [G\I[×[O, 1 ] - ,BF  so that H((x , t ) ,O)=p(x , t ) ,H( ( * , t ) , s )=p(~, t ) ,  and 
H((x , t ) , l )=p(~, t )  Now define a mapping E [G\ I I x [O , I ] - ,B I ' xBF  by 
F( (~, t ) ,  ~ I=(H( (&  ~ ~),HI(x, 1),~)) Ca l l theres t r l c t ionofEto lG \ - l l x [O ,  1] 
and [G\II×[0,1],E_~ and E~ respectively Using H on the bottom [G \ I  I m 
off, E ~, E~ and E on the IG\ - I [ ,  [G\lJ and IG \ I  I respectively, a .d  ~he idenhty on 
the -1, 1, and /, one can check that we have a homotopy of maps from oy to '~f 
For s = 0, the map ts the map already defined, and for ~ = 1, the map has contractible 
maage m ['~t[ [7] 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
We will need the following two results~ whose proofs follow at the end of the 
sectmn Recall the notatmn from Sectmn 1 
4.1. Proposition. I f  F zs germ-connected to the ldent:ty, then the map F: BG~ ~ 
BF x BF  mduees ~somo~ph:sm  homology 
4.2. Proposition. Let i ~ be a ps'eudogroup ~attsJymg A,~umptton~ 1 i. Let G" be the 
group ~ germ,~ at B oJ the p,seudogroup Bl:  Then BG" ~ BI'" is nullhomotople, n >! 1. 
4.3. Corollary. l f  F ts germ-cm,,ec:ed to ,he identity, the map ['~fl "01 ~] of  Sectwn 3 
ts a homotopy equwalence. 
ProoL By Proposmon 4 1, [~'1--,1°tl induces an isomorphism in homology By 
Corollary 1.6 and the van Kampen theorem, both spaces are s~mply connected. The 
result follows from Whitehead's theorem [] 
Proof of Corollary !.11. This now follows from Proposition 3.6 [] 
Now, for n~>0, let ~" ,~" ,Lr"  be the d,agrams ~,~,S f  of Section 3, with 
F", G", G "Èj m place of  F, G, G p 
4.4. Corollary. 1~'"[--> I°Z"I ts a homotopy equwalence for  n ~ 1 
Proof. This follows directly from Proposltmn 4 1, since Assumptions 1.1 guarantee 
that the F" are germ-connected to the Identity, n I> I [] 
4.5. Corollary. BF" --> BF" ' ~ ts nullhomotoptc, n >I 1 
Proof. By Theorem 2 3 it suffices to prove that BF" is contractible m tfC"[, and 
hence, by Corollary 4.4, that BF" is contractible In I~"1 This follows from Proposl- 
tmn 3 5 [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Theorem I 4(0 is Corollary 45 If n/> 1, BG"-~ BF" Is 
nullhomotoplc by Proposition 42, so by Proposition 36 [~"J -~ I~"1 is nullhomotoplc 
Thus by Corollary 43, BF "~ I~ weakly eqmvalent o BF"~B[ ' "vSB I ' "v  
ScB~J '', n ~ 1 But the suspension of a map which reduces isomorphism  homology 
is a homotopy equwalence, so if n I> 2, by Proposition 41, BF "+ ~ Is weakly eqmvalent 
to BI'" * BI'" v SBI'" v S~( BI ''' ~ × BF"-J).  Now suspension sph~,s products, whence 
follows the theorem [] 
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. Write G ~= H~x H ~, where H ~ (respectively H ~) is the 
subgroup o f  G ~ whose elements have support  to the left (respectively right) o f  B 
Let D ~ be the group of  F homeomorph~sms from (-oo, B) to itself. Note that 
restrtctton to a netghborhood to the left o f  B gives a surjectlon D~--> H l, whose 
kernel is acychc by [11, 3 2] (The results o f  [11] follow for pseudogroups  which 
are germ-connected to the identity ) Thus BD ~ --> BH ~ is an i somorph ism homology 
Further, the map BD~ BF Is a homology i somorph ism by [11, 3.1] The dmgram 
BF / \  
commutes  up to homotopy  Thus [H~\ - I [~  BF is an tsomorphtsm in homology,  
and the same holds for H ~ [] 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We briefly repeat an e lementary version o f  Tsubol 's  
argument  m [13] Let H "~ be as above, but for the group G" The dmgram,  where 
G" ~ H" ~ is projectton, 
BG" , BH "'~ 
\ /  
BF" 
~s homotopy  commutattve,  because the F"  structure on [G" \ - I [  ts the same as that 
reduced by tactortng through BH" ~ The map BH" ~ BI'" ts nu l lhomotoptc  because, 
m [H" t\ I[, the section Btt"  ~x ~ pulls back the mvta l  F" structure Thus BG"-~ BF" 
t,, nul lhomotopJc,  n ~ I [] 
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